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In this paper we bring together topics from two different periods. From Ancient
Greece we take the Pythagorean triple, cross-ratio, and harmonic fourth. From the
recent past we take trigonometric sum and uniform distribution mod 1. © 2001
Elsevier Science
1
A set of four real numbers K < L <M<N is called an harmonic
quadruple if d(K, L, M, N) :=((L−M)/(L−K))/((N−M)/(N−K))
(cross ratio)=−1. N is then called the harmonic fourth of the triple
K < L <M (see [7, pp. 160–161] or [1, p. 144]). A Pythagorean triple is
defined as positive integers a, b, c with gcd(a, b, c)=1 and a2+b2=c2; in
the well-known parametrization a=2uv, b=u2−v2, c=u2+v2 with integers
u, v (see [4, p. 126] or [5, p. 110]) we restrict ourselves to
u > 3v > 0, gcd(u, v)=1, 2 | u. (1.1)
Then a < b < c. The equation d(a, b, c, X)=−1 is equivalent to
X=u2+3v2+f(u, v), f(u, v) :=
8v4
(u−3v)(u+v)
. (1.2)
The fraction for f(u, v) is reduced and positive; therefore X ¥Q0Z,
X > c. We have
f(u, v)=2v3 1 1
u−3v
−
1
u+v
2 . (1.3)
2We enumerate the points P=(u, v) with (1.1) as P=Pn according to
(i) u fixed, v growing
(ii) u growing.
The numbers u, v and a, b, c, X now all receive the index n (Fig. 1).
Example. P5=(10, 3), u5=10, v5=3, a5=60, b5=91, c5=109, X5=
127+64813 .
For the Euler Function j we know (see [3, p. 268])
C
0 < n [ V
j(n)= C C
0 < a [ n [ V
gcd(a, n)=1
1=
3
p2
V2+Oe(V1+e) (V ¥N, e > 0).
Similarly one proves
E(V) := C C
0 < 3v < u [ 3V
gcd(v, u)=1, 2 | u
1=
3
p2
V2+Oe(V1+e) (V ¥N, e > 0);
only a positive factor at V2 is needed. Obviously
0 [ E(V+1)−E(V) [ 2V. (2.1)
For n ¥N we define V(n) ¥N by
3V(n) < un [ 3(V(n)+1); (2.2)
we have
(2.2)Z E(V(n)) < n [ E(V(n)+1)
S n=
3
p2
V(n)2+Oe(V(n)1+e)
S V(n)=1p2n
3
2 12 (1+Oe(n e−12 )).
(2.3)
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FIGURE 1 (omitting the letter P in Pn)
3
For y ¥ R let e(y) :=e2piy. For V ¥N, h ¥N let
S(V, h) := C C
0 < 3v < u [ 3V
gcd(v, u)=1, 2 | u
e(hf(u, v)).
The sums E(V)=O(V2) and S(V, h) have the same number of terms. We
are interested in some estimate
S(V, h)=oh(V2). (3.1)
By u=2x we have
S(V, h)= C C
0 < 3v < 2x [ 3V
2 h v, gcd(v, x)=1
e(hf(2x, v)).
For a ¥ R, 0 < a < 1 let
S(V, h, a) := C C
v > 0, 2 h v, gcd(v, x)=1
3v+va < 2x [ 3V
e(hf(2x, v)).
By |e(y)|=1 we have
|S(V, h)| [ V1+a+|S(V, h, a)|. (3.2)
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The Möbius function m gives
S(V, h, a) := C C
v > 0, 2 h v
3v+va < 2x [ 3V
e(hf(2x, v)) C
d | x
d | v
m(d)
= C
0 < v [ V
2 h v
C
d | v
m(d) C
3v+va < 2x [ 3V
x — 0 mod d
e(hf(2x, v)).
Write x=dt and let
T=T(V, h, v, d, a) := C
3v+va
2d
< t [
3V
2d
e(hf(2dt, v)); (3.3)
|m(d)| [ 1 gives
|S(V, h, a)| [ C
0 < v [ V
C
d | v
|T|.
Trivially,
|T| [
3V
2d
< 2V.
Let c ¥ R, 0 < c < 1; we split the last sum over v at Vc. By
C
d | v
1=Oe(v e) (e > 0) (3.4)
we obtain
|S(V, h, a)| [ Oe(V1+c+e)+ C
Vc < v [ V
C
d | v
|T|.
Substitution in (3.2) gives
S(V, h)=Oe 1V1+a+V1+c+e+ C
Vc < v [ V
C
d | v
|T|2 . (3.5)
Let F(t) :=hf(2dt, v), A :=2dt−3v, B :=2dt+v; then
B−A=4v; (3.6)
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by (1.3) we get F(t)=2hv3(A−1−B−1),
F (4)(t)=2hv3(2d)4 · 4! (A−5−B−5)
=2hv3(2d)4 · 4!
B−A
AB
C
4
j=0
A−4+jB−j. (3.7)
The condition in (3.3) for t gives
va < A [ 3V, 4v [ B [ 4V,
5B−4 [ C
4
j=0
A−4+jB−j [ 5A−4.
(3.8)
Let
l4 :=5hv4d4V−6, h4 :=3·44V6V−5a−1; (3.9)
then
l4 [ F (4)(t) [ h4l4. (3.10)
A well-known estimate of van der Corput (see [6, p. 93]) gives
T=O 1h 144 3V2d l 1144 +13V2d 2
3
4
l−
1
14
4 +1
2 . (3.11)
By (3.9), 0 < v [ V and for
0 < a [ 3435=0, 971... (3.12)
we find
T=O 1h 144 Vd l 1144 2=O(h 114 V 2914 v 1−35a28 ). (3.13)
For a > 2935=0, 828... we have
C
v > Vc
v
1−35a
28 =Oa(Vc
29−35a
28 )=o(1);
together with (3.4) and (3.13) we obtain at once
C
Vc < v [ 4V
C
d | v
T=Oe(h
1
14 V
29
14+c
29−35a
28 +e).
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We first choose c=a. Substitution in (3.5) gives
S(V, h)=Oe(V1+a+e+h
1
14 V
29
14−a
35a−29
28 +e).
We then choose a by the balance
1+a=
29
14
−a
35a−29
28
, 35a2−a=30
or
a=ag :=
1+`4201
70
=0, 9402...=1−
1
16, 72...
< 1−
1
17
.
We get
S(V, h)=Oe(h
1
14 V1+a
g+e). (3.14)
This replaces (3.1).
4
For y ¥ R we write y=[y]+{y} with [y] ¥ Z (integral part of y) and
{y} (fractional part of y), 0 [ {y} < 1. By (1.2) we have {Xn}=
{f(un, vn)}. For m ¥N, h ¥N let
R(m, h) :=C
m
n=1
e(hXn).
By Erdös–Tura´n, the discrepancy D(m) of the sequence Xn (n=1, 2, ..., m)
satisfies (see [4, p. 104])
D(m)=O 1 1
H
+C
H
h=1
1
hm
R(m, h)2
for any H ¥N. (2.2), (2.1), |e(y)|=1 give
R(m, h)= C
E(V(m))
n=1
e(hXn)+O(V(m)).
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By the definitions of E(V) and S(V, h), the last sum is equal to S(V(m), h)
term by term. (3.14), (2.3) give
R(m, h)=Oe(h
1
14 m
1+a*+e
2 ).
By
C
H
h=1
h−
13
14=O(H
1
14)
we obtain
D(m)=Oe1 1H+H 114 m a*−1+e2 2 . (4.1)
We choose
H=[m
7
15 (1−a*)]. (4.2)
By 715 (1−a
g)= 135, 84... >
1
36 we get
D(m)=Oe(H e−1)=O(m−
1
36)=o(1).
Especially we have
Theorem 1. The sequence of the harmonic fourths Xn of the Pytha-
gorean triples an < bn < cn (n=1, 2, 3, ...) is uniformly distributed mod 1.
5
The Diophantine equation a2+b2=c2 of Section 1 belongs to the
integral 90°-triangles. Now we look at the Diophantine equation
a2+ab+b2=c2 with its integral 120°-triangles; in the well-known parame-
trization (see [2, p. 405]) a=2uv+v2, b=u2−v2, c=u2+uv+v2 we restrict
ourselves to
u > 4v > 0, gcd(u, v)=1, 3 | u.
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Then a < b < c; the equation d(a, b, c, X)=−1 is equivalent to
X=u2+2uv+5v2+f0(u, v),
f0(u, v) :=
2(7u+8v) v3
(u−4v)(u+v)
=
2v3
5
1 36
u−4v
−
1
u+v
2 .
Similar to Section 3 we put
S0(V, h) := C C
0 < 4v < u [ 4V
gcd(u, v)=1, 3 | u
e(hf0(u, v)),
T0=T0(V, h, v, d, a) := C
4v+va
3d
< t [
4V
3d
e(hf0(3dt, v)) (5.1)
and obtain
((3.5) with S, T replaced by S0, T0). (5.2)
With F0(t) :=hf0(3dt, v), A0 :=
1
36 (3dt−4v), B0 :=3dt+v we get
F0(t)=
2
5
hv3(A−10 −B
−1
0 )
F (4)0 (t)=
2
5
hv3(3d)4 · 4!
B0−A0
A0B0
C
4
j=0
A−4+j0 B
−j
0 .
(5.3)
The condition in (5.1) for t gives
va
36
< A0 [
4V
36
, 5v [ B0 [ 5V, (5.4)
v < B0−A0 < B0 [ 5V. (5.5)
Now we ignore some positive numerical factors; then (3.8) and (5.4) coin-
cide while (5.5) is weaker than (3.6); (3.7) and (5.3) look alike; therefore
(3.10) gives
l4 [ F (4)0 (t) [
V
v
h4 ·l4,
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and h4 in (3.11) has to be replaced by
V
v h4. (3.13) with its condition (3.12)
gives
T0=O 11 Vv h4 2
1
4 V
d
l
1
14
4
2=O(h 114V 6528V−6+35a28 ).
For a > 2235=0, 628... we have
C
v > Vc
V−
6+35a
28 =Oa(Vc
22−35a
28 )=o(1).
Then (5.2) with the choice c=a gives
S0(V, h)=Oe(V1+a+e+h
1
14V
65
28−a
35a−22
28 +e).
The balance is
1+a=
65
28
−a 5 35a−22
28
6 , 35a2+6a=37
or
a=a˜ :=
−3+`1304
35
=0, 946...=1−
1
18, 52...
< 1−
1
19
.
We get
S0(V, h)=OE(h
1
14 V1+a˜+e).
Similar to Section 2 we have
E0(V) := C C
0 < 4v < u [ 4V
gcd(u, v)=1, 3 | u
1=
3
p2
V2+Oe(V1+e).
From here on we proceed as in Section 4. For the discrepancy D0(m) we
only have to replace ag by a˜ in (4.1) and in (4.2). By 715 (1− a˜)=
1
39, 70... >
1
40
we get
D0(m)=O(m−
1
40).
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I am grateful to Dr. Viergutz for numerical material.
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